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Abstract. Grid aggregates heterogeneous resources over Internet to execute large-scale
jobs. In the job execution, data is usually downloaded to the computing sites before the
data processing. The batch mode of data transfer and processing might lead to the wait-
ing of the reserved resources and the decrease of the system efficiency. Motivated by the
online video service (in which the processing rate of the data matches the transfer rate),
distributed file system is introduced in grid job execution to make the data transfer and
data processing parallel. After analyzing and comparing the different types of distributed
file systems, GSwap is proposed to deliver a data exchanging space for the job execution
based on NAS. In addition, a new replication strategy – LTS strategy – is proposed and
utilized in GSwap to overcome the drawbacks of NAS file sharing. With LTS, the per-
formance and the availability of GSwap are improved. The evaluation shows that the
performance of job execution has an obvious promotion with the data exchange under
GSwap, and the performance has a further improvement with replication strategies.
Keywords: Grid, Distributed file system, Performance optimization, Replication strat-
egy

1. Introduction. Grid aggregates heterogeneous resources over Internet to gain huge
capacity of computation and storage [1]. It delivers dynamic resource sharing and co-
operative problem solving among multiple Virtual Organizations. In recent years, Grid
is widely used in scientific computation and industrial simulation as a high cost-effective
solution. Grid job is a common method to execute applications in grid computing [2].
Grid midware provides open interfaces to invoke the resources over Grid. Thus, grid
applications can be implemented by calling the interfaces as grid jobs.

As the data set involved in the jobs becomes larger and larger, the data access rate
becomes the bottleneck of performance. Data involved in grid jobs is usually stored as
files. In the process of file stage-in, the files would be downloaded to the executing sites.
In this case, it makes the file transfer and the data process execute in batch mode. Thus,
the reserved computing resources might be idle during the file transfer, and the efficiency
of grid is brought down.

Motivated by online video services in which the data process rate matches (or is lower
than) the data transfer rate, file sharing of distributed file system is introduced to promote
the efficiency of job execution. In order to optimize the access utilizing file sharing, as
well as manage the data involved and produced in the process of job execution, Grid Swap
(GSwap) is proposed in this paper. It is composed by several grid sites and allows the sites
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to join and quit freely. GSwap provides the data exchanging space for Grid applications.
It functions as the extension of local storage by mounting the storage spaces of remote sites
that hold the files involved in the jobs, which is similar as Swap partition in Linux system
functions as the extension of memory using local disk. Meanwhile, GSwap manages the
storage resources shared by the grid sites and the files involved in the job execution. It
maintains the availability of the files, the load balancing of the file servers (grid sites),
and the joining and exiting of the sites.
The rest contents of this paper are organized as follows: (1) the related researches are

introduced in Section 2; (2) the functions of GSwap are detailed and the architecture
of GSwap is designed in Section 3; (3) the implementation of the prototype of GSwap
is illustrated and the key modules are described in Section 4; (4) the comparison of
the executing performance between GridFTP and GSwap is made in Section 5, and the
performance in the different replication strategies under GSwap is compared, too; and (5)
the conclusion is made and the future work is approved in Section 6.

2. Related Work. The executing performance of grid jobs can be improved in several
ways, and a lot of researches were made for this purpose.
Data transfer rate between grid sites can significantly affect the performance of job

execution. GridFTP [3] is a high performance transfer protocol. It is advanced for high-
bandwidth wide-area network based on FTP, supporting stripe mode [5] and the secure
authentication using PKI [6]. It provides multi-stream data transfer in the network with
limited bandwidth. At present, GridFTP acts as the basic transfer protocol in many
kinds of grid midware. [4] proposes an intelligent file transfer protocol, in which the slide
window algorithm is extended to realize the different data transfer mode and the FTP is
elevated to a semantic web service level to simplify and automate data grid management.
Scheduling strategy of jobs in distributed system is an important factor relevant to

the performance of system. The essence of job scheduling in grid is mapping the jobs
to the resources. The factors such as estimated time of jobs and the state of resources
are always considered in the scheduling strategies [7-9]. Data distribution in the grid is
taken into consideration in the scheduling, and data-aware based strategy is researched
[10]. Data-aware strategy dispatches jobs to the sites that have lower latency and higher
bandwidth to the sites storing the needed data in the jobs. In this case, data transfer
rate in the job execution is improved, and the efficiency of the job execution is promoted.
Data transfer rate mainly depends on the network topology in the grid environment. In
[11], a topology inference algorithm is given to serve as a key to build network-aware jobs.
Data replications improve the data access efficiency and balance the load in Grid [12-

15]. In [12], six basic replication strategies and three file access patterns are introduced by
Ranganathan and Foster. Such strategies are proposed on top of the file access frequency.
They are compared by measuring average response time and the total bandwidth con-
sumed under the three patterns. Many replication strategies are advanced based on their
work. In [13], network bandwidth is considered in the file replication algorithm to improve
the performance of replication strategy. In [14], a dynamic data replication mechanism
– Latest Access Largest Weight (LALW) – is proposed. The overload of the network
can be avoided in this way. [15] anticipates the file access frequency as the direction for
replication strategies.
Grid file system [31,32] has the feature of durability, which means the data saved in it is

durable. However, GSwap only provides data exchange space. Thus, the durability is not
necessary in GSwap. It is enough for the files in it to be available during the applications
related to them are running.
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3. Architecture of GSwap. GSwap delivers the space of data exchanging for the sub-
mission and execution of grid jobs. It is a temporary space rather than a file system,
holding the files involved in the jobs. Actually, GSwap is organized as a “sub-grid” inside
the grid.

GSwap allows users and jobs to access the data in the shared files directly using file
sharing (rather than file downloading). Meanwhile users can also share storage resources
to GSwap voluntarily. In this case, the files can be directly accessed by the other sites
without the file stage-in, while the output of the grid jobs can be directly written to
GSwap without the file stage-out. Figure 1 shows the principle of the data access in
GSwap.

Figure 1. The principle of data access in GSwap

Hence, the following functions should be implemented in GSwap:

(1) Distributed file sharing across VOs: GSwap delivers file sharing on top of dis-
tributed file system. Grid is a distributed system that comprises several VOs. The
file sharing should be available across VOs.

(2) Global file management: The information of the files in GSwap should be published
by the information services so that users can query the state of them. The information
should be updated in time. So a file monitoring module inside GSwap is inevitable.

(3) File replication management: File replication can enhance the concurrency of the
GSwap access, balance the load of sites, and improve the availability of GSwap. The
replications should be well managed.

(4) The unified interfaces: GSwap is designed for job submission. It should be com-
patible with the job submission tools. All the accesses to GSwap invoke the unified
interface.

(5) Dynamic management of the participated sites: Grid sites are allowed to join
and quit GSwap. The participated sites should be managed. Meanwhile, a fault
tolerant mechanism should be made to prevent the access failure of key files.

According to the functions above, GSwap is composed by the following modules: file
access protocol module, monitoring module, replication module, fault tolerance module
and information service. The architecture of GSwap is described in Figure 2.

(1) File access protocol module provides the low level protocols for the file sharing
and file transfer. All the operations in GSwap depend on this module. The other
modules invoke the protocols to read, write, delete and transfer the files in GSwap.

(2) Monitoring module monitors the grid and GSwap. It comprises of three parts:
file monitoring system, job monitoring system as well as resource monitoring system.
File monitoring system watches the change of the file systems of GSwap sites; job
monitoring system monitors the states of the submitted jobs; resource monitoring
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Figure 2. The relationship among the modules of GSwap

system records the system information of the grid, including the resource information
of the sites and the network information.

(3) Replica module is in charge of the distribution of the file replicas in GSwap. It
provides the operation interfaces to create, query, synchronize and delete the replicas.
The replicator of this module applies replication strategies to deciding the distribution
of replicas, according to the information gained by monitoring module.

(4) Fault tolerance module provides the strategies to prevent the failure of file access
in GSwap. It invokes replica module to create replicas for the key files, in order to
guarantee the availability of GSwap. It also predicts the failure with the monitoring
information from monitoring module.

(5) Information service publishes all the information of the grid and GSwap, including
the monitoring information and the replica information.

4. Distributed File Sharing in GSwap. In this section, a prototype system of GSwap
is introduced. It is designed and implemented on top of Globus Toolkit 5.0.1 (GT 5)
[17,18].

4.1. Distributed file system. Distributed file system allows access to files located on
remote computers directly, just as they are located on local. Data access efficiency in the
grid job execution might be promoted using distributed file sharing as file access protocol.
Distributed file system is developed from DAS (Direct Attached Storage) [19]. There

are many types of distributed file system, including SAN (Storage Area Network) [20],
NAS (Network Attached Storage) [21] and OBS (Object-base Storage) [22]. File sharing
has different architectures in different types of distributed file systems, as is shown in
Figure 3.
In SAN system, the file system index (logical view of file system) and the file operation

management (physical view of file system) are put on a meta-data server. The storage
devices are accessed by applications transparently on block level through high-speed net-
work. As a result, the access rate in SAN is high. However, the security and the platform
independence are hard to implement on block level. Additionally, as the amount of clients
and storage devices increases, the overhead of the meta-data server rises rapidly. So it
becomes the bottleneck of the system. In order to gain the flexible configuration to the
file system, NAS emerged. In NAS system, the file system and storage are put into the
remote server, and the server manages meta-data and the file operation for itself. The
storage resources of the server are shared over the network with a file-based protocol. The
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Figure 3. The comparison of SAN, NAS and OBS

security strategy and the platform independence are easy to implement on file level inter-
face. However, as the data access path is too long, the overhead of the server is extremely
high while it is accessed by several clients simultaneously. OBS is a compromise solution
to data sharing between SAN and NAS. OBS uses object-based protocol. The meta-data
server only manages the index of objects and maps the files to objects, while the other
operations of storage management (including space allocation, free space management,
etc.) are put into file servers. In this case, the performance of OBS is higher than NAS,
and the security is easier to control than SAN. In addition, the overhead of the meta-data
server and the file server declines, as well as the bottle-neck is eliminated.

However, not all the types of distributed file systems are suitable in GSwap. As a grid is
composed of heterogeneous computers, the distributed file system utilized in grid should
be platform independent to support all the computational resources of the grid, and the
security of the file system is required. Therefore, SAN is not suitable in a grid environment
despite the high access performance. Although OBS has advantages in both performance
and security, and it can be platform independent, the data objects must be managed by
the meta-server. Thus, it breaks the rules of autonomy of grid sites and non-centralized
control in grid. So it is not an option for GSwap, neither. NAS provides the file sharing
on top of local file system of the file server, which is easy to support various kinds of OS
and control the security of file access. It performs the file sharing flexibly and satisfies all
the requirements of Grid.

NAS has disadvantages, either. As the meta-data of the shared files are managed by
the file server, the overhead of the server is high. The site might be overloaded when the
simultaneous file access happens. Besides, the network latency restrains the performance
of the file sharing. The maximum packet of NAS is 65535 bytes (in CIFS). If the access
of a file requests more than 65535 bytes of data, the access is divided into several packets.
In this case, the access rate is affected seriously by the network latency. Fortunately,
these issues can be fixed by replicating the files among Grid sites. Replicating the files
to different sites is equivalent to distributing the file access service to multiple sites [31].
Thus, the response time and the overhead of single file server decrease.

There are several kinds of NAS. NFS (Network File System) [23] and CIFS (Common
Internet File System) [24] are typical NAS protocols. Considering that CIFS is easy to
deploy on both Linux and Windows systems, the CIFS is used in GSwap. To simplify
the implementation, security controlling is not considered in the prototype system. Every
site of GSwap has a configuration file to configure the parameters as GSwap site. In the
prototype system, only two parameters are configured:

gswap location = the path of the directory shared to GSwap
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gswap size = the maximum bytes can be allocated in the site
The NAS server is started and the configuration file is parsed when the site joins in

GSwap. According to gswap location, NAS server shares the designated directory to
GSwap. The shared space of the directory is limited by the minimum value of gswap size
and the size of idle local space.

4.2. Monitoring system for GSwap. Monitoring system comprises resource monitor-
ing, job monitoring and file monitoring. All the information is gathered from grid sites
except for the network information. Thus, the essence of the monitoring to grid is the
aggregation of the monitoring information of every grid site, plus the network informa-
tion. The information is aggregated by information service and database. As GSwap is a
part of grid, the monitoring to GSwap is the aggregation of the monitoring information
of GSwap sites. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the Monitoring system for GSwap.

Figure 4. The architecture of the monitoring system for GSwap

4.2.1. Resource monitoring module. Resource monitoring module gathers the resource
information, including computational resource information (CPU frequency, CPU oc-
cupancy, memory size, memory occupancy and average system load), storage resource
information (total space, idle space and access rate) and network resource information
(bandwidth and latency). Computational resource information and storage resource in-
formation are monitored by parsing the corresponding files in PROCFS. Network latency
and bandwidth are measured by Iperf [25]. As all the resource information is monitored
in PULL mode, heart-beat is used in this module which is encapsulated in a thread.
Resource monitoring module works as Figure 5.

Figure 5. Resource monitoring module
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4.2.2. Job monitoring module. Job monitoring module monitors the job submission and
the information of job execution, including job information and process information. Job
information describes the job, which comprises job ID (JID), submitting site, executing
site and so on. Process information is gathered from the process of job execution, in-
cluding the process ID (PID), the CPU and memory occupancy of the process and so
on. In addition, the mapping from JID to PID is established to connect the two parts of
information.

Jobs are submitted by GRAM 5 [26] in GT 5. The job information is gathered from
the audit logging interface of GRAM 5. The audit logging interface delivers detailed
information of job execution which covers most of the job information needed in job
monitoring module.

After the job submission succeeds, the process to execute the job is established. A
thread to monitor the process with PID is activated. The process information is gathered
by parsing the files of the process in PROC. Figure 6 shows how the job monitoring
module works.

Figure 6. Job monitoring module

4.2.3. File monitoring module. File monitoring module comprises Local File Monitor
(LFM) and Global File Monitor (GFM).

LFM watches the operation to the local files in gswap location on the site, including
file operation time, file operation type (create, move, delete, read, write, open and close).
Inotify-java – a java version of Inotify [27] – is used to capture the operations. LFM
counts the time of file operation with the notification from it. The hash codes of the
files in gswap location are updated when the files are modified. The file monitoring
information is recorded in a local SQLite database, and the statistic information based on
it, such as the access to files in a fixed time interval and the hash code of files, is published
by MDS.

GFM provide the file replica information which is gathered from the statistic informa-
tion of GSwap sites. GFM is built on top of Replica Location Service (RLS) [28].

4.3. Replication strategy. Replication Strategies are utilized in data grid to improve
the performance and the availability of the system. However, data access in GSwap is
different from that in data grid. The replication strategies used in GSwap should fit the
features of GSwap:

(1) The length of the path from file server to accessing site: The access rate of NAS
declines fast with the growth of network latency. If the length of the path from file
server to access site is too long, the access rate of GSwap will be low. Thus, it should
be ensured that the available file replica is not too far from the accessing site.
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(2) Load of the file server: As the number of concurrent sites increases, the load of the
NAS server grows violently. It will lead to the descending of the access rate. Thus, the
distribution of file replicas should be considered according to the load of file servers.

(3) The consumption of network bandwidth: GSwap delivers concurrent data access in
Grid. As GSwap is composed of several distributed sites of the Grid, the accessing
sites and file servers share the network. So the creation of replica in GSwap might
occupy the bandwidth for the file access. Thus, the unnecessary creation of the replica
should be constrained in order to decline the consumption of the network bandwidth.

(4) Whether the site joins GSwap: GSwap allows sites to join and quit freely. Non-GSwap
sites cannot take part in the file storage of GSwap. Thus, not all the grid sites can
be used to create replica of file.

Data access in grid usually appears geographical and temporal locality [29]. In Ian
foster’s research [12], Cascading strategy shows the best performance in this pattern. It
is chosen as a basic model in this paper. The features above are considered in Cascading
strategy. Actually, the access rate provided in GSwap matches the data process rate of
grid job in some kinds of applications. For example, the data process rate is so low in
high ratio file compression that the access rate delivered in GSwap is able to satisfy the
application. In this case, the execution time of the job is the same as the situation that
the involved file is in local. Thus, even if the file replica is not in the accessing site, the
performance is already optimum. As is shown in Figure 7, Site H, I and J are accessing
sites. In Cascading, the file replicas are places on Site A, B, and D after two time intervals.
If the replica strategy is continued according to Cascading model, the next replica would
probably be created on Site G. However, if the data access rate already matches the data
process rate under data sharing mode, it is unnecessary to continue the replica strategy.
Nevertheless, Site D might be unable to burden the concurrent access by multiple sites,
which would be the bottleneck of the system. In this case, the strategy should go on to
create replica on Site G. Whether Site D is able to burden the concurrent access is decided
by the load of Site D.

Figure 7. A middle state data distribution in cascading strategy

Based on the analysis above, Load and Topology Self-adaptive (LTS) strategy is pro-
posed. For each site in GSwap, a replicator is deployed as a daemon. The replicator
creates replicas according to the following rules:
Given k is an integer, T is a long integer, p is a real number and 0< p < 1, h1 and h2

are real numbers and 0 < h1 < h2 < 3, then,

(1) If a file in the site is accessed by its best client more than k times in time interval T
and the promotion of access rate of the file is more than p in percentage to that of
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the last replica (no replica mean the promotion is 100%), a file replication request is
sent to the next GSwap site in the path to the best client.

(2) When a file replication request is received, if the load of the site does not exceed the
threshold value h1 and the site has more than 2 neighborhood sites, or if the site is
the best client, the replica is created on the site. Else, the request is repeated to the
next GSwap site in the path to the best client.

(3) If the load in the site exceeds the threshold value h2, the replication request of the file
that is most usually accessed in the current accessing files is sent to the next GSwap
site on the path to the best client.

5. Evaluation. In this section, the performance of GSwap is evaluated by running a
series of compute-intensive jobs under different modes in grid. The executing performance
of grid job is compared under downloading mode and sharing mode, in order to verify
the performance promotion under sharing mode. Then, the performance of GSwap is
tested using different data replica strategies. The grid environment is composed by 8 Dell
OptiPlex PCs with Ubuntu 9.10 and Globus Toolkit 5.0.1 and connected with 1000Mb
Ethernet switch. The network latency is controlled by netem [30] to construct the tree
topology of WAN. The topology of the grid is shown in Figure 8. Each edge between two
sites means that 10ms is added to the latency.

Figure 8. Topology of grid in the tests

Matrix multiplication and data compression are chosen as the compute-intensive jobs
for the evaluation. Matrix multiplication is a typical kind of calculation in scientific
problems. The scale of the calculation grows exponentially with the order of the matrixes.
Data compression is another kind of data intensive computation in which the scale of
computation grows with the size of the file linearly, and the file operations happen more
frequently.

In this section, the order of the matrixes n grows from 100 to 1000 by 100. The contents
of the matrixes are integers generated automatically from 0 to n2. The files in the file
compression have the same size of 13.7MB, and the amount of the files grows from 1 to
10 in the jobs.

5.1. The performance comparison under two modes. In this section, a series of
matrix multiplication jobs and a series of data compression jobs are submitted to remote
sites under either downloading mode (GridFTP) or sharing mode (NAS). The situation
that data access in local disks is taken into consideration as a reference to the two modes.
The environment of the test in this part is ideal: the network latency is less than 1ms,
and the file server has maximum one client at same time.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the executing performance under different modes

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the executing performance under different modes.
As is shown in Figure 9, the execution time of the jobs under sharing mode is more

than that in local and less than that in downloading mode. It verifies the performance
promotion of GSwap in an ideal condition.

5.2. The performance test of GSwap. This section tests the performance of GSwap
with different replica strategies including Cascading strategy and LTS strategy.
The jobs used in this section comprise the two types of jobs in Section 5.1. The matrix

multiplication jobs are divided into two parallel jobs and are submitted to Site F and Site
G, and the file compression jobs are submitted to Site F and Site G randomly.
The size of the matrixes in matrix multiplication are all 1000×1000, and the size of the

file set in file compression is 13.7MB. All the files have no replica and are saved in Site
before the test. In the strategies, the threshold value k for best client is set to 2, and the
time interval T is set to 180000ms. In LTS strategy, the load threshold h1 is set to 1.5 and
h2 is set to 1.8. Figure 10 shows the performance comparison in matrix multiplication
and that in file compression separately.
Figure 10 shows the performance promotion by LTS strategy. The average job execution

time is obviously shorter in LTS strategy. And it can be inferred that the diffusing speed
of the data in LTS strategy is faster than that in Cascading strategy. Therefore, LTS
strategy is more efficient than Cascading strategy in GSwap.

Figure 10. Performance of cascading and LTS
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6. Conclusions. In this paper, distributed file system is applied in the remote data
access of grid jobs, in order to promote the executing performance of grid jobs and improve
the efficiency of grid system. After analyzing and comparing, NAS is chosen out of many
types of distributed file system as the most suitable one for the data sharing in grid job.
Then, GSwap is proposed based on NAS as the data exchanging space for grid jobs. It
is composed by the sites in grid. In order to promote the availability and performance
of GSwap, LTS strategy is proposed for data replication. After a series of tests, the
promotion of executing performance of grid jobs under GSwap data sharing is verified.
However, LTS is a simple strategy, and the performance of GSwap might have a further
promotion after a deep research to the replication strategy. As LTS replicates the files
according to the monitoring information, the decision of replication lags behind the job
execution. By predicting the location of clients, the replication might be distributed to
appropriate sites before the job execution, which is similar to the pre-reading mechanism
of cache. On top of the prototype system, the issues on security control and the replica
synchronizing should be considered in the future researches, too.
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